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Copyright © 2020 - E File UK Ltd. Headquarters: E File UK Ltd., Unit 11 Beaufort Court, Roebuck Way, Knowlhill, Milton Keynes, MK5 8HL Company registration number: 4315898 VAT No: 785 2676 82 Be more productive Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 color desktop scanner quickly converts
your documents, plastic cards, and forms into digital files, then stores them securely on your computer or in the cloud ready to be accessed another day when needed. It can detect up to 48 images per minute (IPM) in duplex at 300 dpi and includes a 50-page Automatic Document Feeder
(ADF) that handles everything from business cards to A4/Letter size documents. Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 has an extremely small footprint and fits comfortably in any office (especially when folded closed). It's the perfect solution for organizations that need to quickly convert documents into
searchable PDF documents to share, organize, and protect themselves. Advanced TWAIN™ and ISIS certified guides® allow you to communicate with hundreds of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and Document Image Management (DIM) software solutions, making Xerox®
DocuMate® 3125 ideal for any office environment. Scan at the touch of a button The ® DocuMate scanner® 3125 allows users to scan to the destination of their choice by pressing a single button, eliminating the multiple steps usually required to store scanned documents in popular file
formats. Simply select one of the 9 predefined (but fully user-accessible) destinations and your documents will be scanned with the correct settings for resolution, color, cropping, and file format. Final images are delivered to almost any app, folder, or device – all at the touch of a button.
Scan with confidence Get a random stack of documents from your office. If they don't come directly from a laser printer, they probably have a few marks on them, highlighted notes, stamps, wrinkles or smudges. DocuMate 3125 includes software that allows your scanner to instantly improve
the visual clarity of each document you scan. Intelligently adjusts each page after scanning to a clear and clear image. And not only improves image quality for the human eye, but also the computer eye. Since OCR results are directly related to the clarity of scanned text, OCR accuracy
increases dramatically when you improve image quality. Multiple platforms for Mac users, the Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 includes a fully equipped TWAIN driver, ICA support, and a simple but powerful scanning utility, allowing you to get started right out of the box. In order to maintain the
operation of any scanner, some maintenance should be performed at various stages of product life. Our Customer Service Department is here to help you if you have any questions. If you already know what you are looking for, you can find the parts, accessories and Dvd right here. Buy
online Contact us We often inform our drivers about new features and compatibility with changing operating systems. For optimal performance, we recommend keeping the driver up to date by finding the latest drivers here. We also provide useful user guides and manuals to help you get the
most out of the scanning experience. Learn more Xerox products and services prices, functions, specifications, features, appearance and availability are subject to change without notice. Xerox® and DOCUMATE® trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Owners.
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